Validation of a digital mammographic unit model for an objective and highly automated clinical image quality assessment.
In mammography, image quality assessment has to be directly related to breast cancer indicator (e.g. microcalcifications) detectability. Recently, we proposed an X-ray source/digital detector (XRS/DD) model leading to such an assessment. This model simulates very realistic contrast-detail phantom (CDMAM) images leading to gold disc (representing microcalcifications) detectability thresholds that are very close to those of real images taken under the simulated acquisition conditions. The detection step was performed with a mathematical observer. The aim of this contribution is to include human observers into the disc detection process in real and virtual images to validate the simulation framework based on the XRS/DD model. Mathematical criteria (contrast-detail curves, image quality factor, etc.) are used to assess and to compare, from the statistical point of view, the cancer indicator detectability in real and virtual images. The quantitative results given in this paper show that the images simulated by the XRS/DD model are useful for image quality assessment in the case of all studied exposure conditions using either human or automated scoring. Also, this paper confirms that with the XRS/DD model the image quality assessment can be automated and the whole time of the procedure can be drastically reduced. Compared to standard quality assessment methods, the number of images to be acquired is divided by a factor of eight.